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Hodgson has last laugh but keeps smile hidden 
Liverpool 0 WestBrom 1 Odemwingie 75 The triumph of inferior opposition 
over Liverpool was the story of Roy Hodgson's ill-fated six-month tenure at 
Anfield. It was also the tale of his return as West Bromwich Albion recorded their 
first victory in 45 years at the ground where their manager endured what he 
called the most challenging period of his career. 
Hodgson repelled suggestions that this was his revenge, insisting that the 
pleasure he derived stemmed from the quality of the opposition rather than their 
identity. But this was his chance to prove that he was a better manager than he 
showed during his brief spell in charge of Liverpool and the result indicates that 
he took it. 
Kenny Dalglish was entitled to argue that the final outcome was anything but a 
fair reflection of the game that led up to it, given Liverpool's almost total 
dominance of possession and chances. But the path to becoming a 
former Liverpool manager, as Hodgson will testify, is paved with hard-luck stories 
and this was another unpalatable setback that neither Dalglish nor his wasteful 
team could afford. 
That Liverpool created a staggering 27 goalscoring opportunities and spurned all 
of them yet again underlined the weakness that has undermined them all season. 
"It's not one of those days. It's happened seven or eight times," Dalglish said. "It 
sounds repetitive but we're not looking for an excuse, all we need is a bit of good 
fortune." 
There was an element of bad luck to their latest defeat, as emphasised by Jordan 
Henderson and Dirk Kuyt both striking the woodwork with Ben Foster beaten. 
There was also a feeling of inevitability when Peter Odemwingie took advantage 
of Glen Johnson's mistake to become West Brom's first goalscorer at Anfield since 
Garth Crooks in 1985. 
Yet to put Liverpool's latest reversal down to a combination of fate and fortune 
would be to turn a blind eye to the shortcomings that means they are now just 
one point above Hodgson's side. West Brom were simply the latest opponents to 
discover that Liverpool's ability to take chances is negligible in comparison to their 
ability to create them. 
"We had to ride our luck," Hodgson acknowledged. "Liverpool piled on the 
pressure, particularly in the second half and it was a tough rearguard action and 
maybe we deserved a bit of luck. I understand that Kenny and his team will feel 
very aggrieved to take nothing from the game and I can't argue with that." 
Hodgson could have also pointed out that Liverpool won more league games at 
Anfield during his spell in charge than they have this season under Dalglish. To do 
so, though, would have flown in the face of the neutral welcome he received, one 
he feared might not have transpired . "The Liverpool supporters gave me a terrific 
reception, and that was very courteous of them," Hodgson said. "I would have 
been disappointed if it had been otherwise, because I have a lot of respect for 
the Liverpool fans." 
The temptation now will be for Hodgson's admirers to cite this victory as the 
latest evidence of how hard done by he was during his time at Liverpool. It will 
also give succour to those who claim that the greatest crime he committed at 
Anfield was not being Dalglish. But in everything other than the result the 
evidence thatLiverpool are better off without him was compelling, particularly in 
terms of the free-flowing attacking football they played that was several levels 
above what produced while Hodgson was in residence. 
The problem for Dalglish, though, is that unless the day comes when the outcome 
of football matches is decided by artistic merit the present Liverpool side will 
continue to fall short of expectations. The 27 points they have dropped at home is 
perhaps the statistic that will worry him most as it illustrates that even the 
departure of his predecessor has not cured Liverpool's chronic inability to make 
inferior opponents suffer. 
Liverpool (4-4-2): J M Reina 6 - G Johnson 6, M Skrtel 8, D Agger 6, J Enrique 6 - D 
Kuyt 6 (sub: C Bellamy, 68min 6), J Spearing 6 (sub: J Shelvey, 83), J Henderson 7, 
M Rodriguez 7 (sub: S Downing, 74) - A Carroll 7, L Suarez 7. Substitutes not used: 
Doni, S Coates, J Carragher, M Kelly. Booked: Agger, Shelvey. Next: Norwich City 
(a). 
West Bromwich Albion (4-4-2): B Foster 7 - B Jones 6, G McAuley 6, J Olsson 6, L 
Ridgewell 6 - C Brunt 6, Y Mulumbu 6, G Dorrans 6 (sub: S Cox, 86), J Thomas 5 
(sub: K Andrews, 69 5) - S Long 5, P Odemwingie 7 (sub: P Scharner, 83). 
Substitutes not used: M Fulop, S Tchoyi, C Dawson, N Shorey Next: Aston Villa (h). 
 

 
Hodgson forbears to rejoice at Liverpool's broken record 
Anfield triumphs did not arrive often enough for Roy Hodgson to 
convince Liverpool's support and owners that he was the man to inspire recovery. 
He was sacked with a better home league record after six months than Kenny 
Dalglish has produced in nine this season, however, and this was a return to 
savour as West Bromwich Albion conjured their first win at Liverpool in exactly 45 
years. 
Not for the first time in a Jekyll and Hyde campaign between the league and cups, 
Dalglish struggled to explain how such a dominant display could end without 
victory. But this outcome was more far-fetched than usual.Liverpool hit the 
woodwork for the 30th time in this Premier League season through Dirk Kuyt, 
sliced several invitations high or wide and saw luck favour the visitors in several 
goalline scrambles. They departed to half-hearted jeers from a crowd that has 
witnessed only five league wins all season and a meagre return of 24 points from 
a possible 51. 
The Albion manager, right, to his credit, declined to gloat after Peter 
Odemwingie's second-half finish gave the Baggies their first Anfield victory since 
Jeff Astle's goal returned an identical result on this day in 1967. "Maybe it was 
written in the stars because it was 45 years to the day," said Hodgson. "It was a 
very determined, gritty effort from our players. We made good blocks, there were 
good saves from our goalkeeper [Ben Foster] and, when that didn't work, we had 
some luck with Liverpool hitting the post and our goalkeeper in the face when he 
knew nothing about it." 
Dalglish, by contrast, afterwards could have simply brought the needle down on a 
broken record. "You can go back over the old interviews and it's the same thing," 
he said. "We had a lot of attempts on goal but couldn't put it right. There is not 
much more we can add. We can't even say it was one of those days because this 
has happened seven or eight times." 
The league offers Liverpool only the mundane target of finishing above Everton 
but it would be dangerous of Dalglish's players to slip into end-of-season mode 
with momentum required and places to secure before the FA Cup final. Despite 
what the final score might suggest, they were not culpable on that score. 
Dalglish's team, with Steven Gerrard omitted as a precaution against a tight 
hamstring, controlled the majority of the contest but yet again the penetration 
that has prevailed in the cups deserted them in the league. It was instructive that 
in a one-sided first half the only goalkeeper to be seriously tested was Jose Reina. 
Twice the Spaniard came to the home side's rescue on his return to the side from 
a three-match and ultimately painless suspension. 
Anfield's familiar sense of bewilderment returned with Liverpool's first attack 
when Andy Carroll dispossessed Youssouf Mulumbu and released Luis Suarez 
against the visiting defence. Suarez picked out the unmarked Kuyt and his low 
shot beat Foster but evaded the far post too. Suarez repeated that trick and also 
cut inside the Albion area only for his shot to strike Liam Ridgewell and cannon 
clear. The Uruguay international was then denied by Foster, watched aghast as 
Maxi Rodriguez blazed the rebound over and glanced Jose Enrique's inviting cross 
inches over. 
Rodriguez was involved in the game's only controversy when going down in the 
area under a touch from Billy Jones. There was slight contact as the Argentinian 
raced to the line but not enough for the theatrical tumble that followed. The 
referee, Neil Swarbrick, had clear sight of the incident and awarded a goal-kick 
but no yellow card to the Liverpool midfielder. After withstanding the pressure 
Albion came closest to opening the scoring. Reina made a superb one-handed 
save to thwart Chris Brunt's volley at close range. 
The second half followed an identical pattern with Carroll, Jordan Henderson and 
Jay Spearing all denied before Kuyt's deflected shot struck a post. Then Mulumbu 
chased and harried Glen Johnson to distraction, forcing theLiverpool right-back 
into a careless pass that bounced into the path of Odemwingie. Clean through and 
with only Reina to beat, the striker wrong-footed the keeper and dispatched a 
convincing finish. Hodgson sat impassively on the bench. Dalglish stared open-
mouthed. 
Man of the match Jonas Olsson (WBA) 
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Roy stands tall back at Anfield 
Liverpool 0 West Brom 1 Next: v Norwich v LIVERPOOL (Saturday), WEST BROM v 
Aston Villa (Saturday). 
ROWS of empty seats, a stream of supporters scurrying to the exits and frustrated 
groans at the final whistle -- Anfield has barely changed in the 16 months since 
Roy Hodgson's last visit. 
But rather than being subjected to mockery and ire, as was often the case when 
he was Liverpool manager, Hodgson was able to stand on the touchline with his 
head held high yesterday after guiding West Brom to their first win since 1967 at 
the stadium where he was once employed. Given the misery he endured during a 
191-day stay that began in July 2010, Hodgson could have been forgiven had he 
milked the victory secured by Peter Odemwingie's 75th-minute goal. But, after 
inflicting another hefty blow to Liverpool's peculiar season, he was in no mood to 
gloat. 
The main benefit to Hodgson from a result that owed as much to good fortune as 
it did to the persistence of his players was the fact that three points keep West 
Brom on course for a top 10 finish. 
'The major satisfaction is winning at Anfield,' said Hodgson, who remained rooted 
to his seat while the rest of his staff celebrated Odemwingie (right) and his 
decisive strike. 'This was always going to be a difficult game and Liverpool, as they 
have such good players, will ask a lot of questions of you. 
'Of course, I accept that Liverpool will feel aggrieved -- I watched the game as 
well! But this is an excellent result and maybe it was written in the stars we would 
get it as it was 45 years to the day since West Brom last won here. It was a really 
gritty performance.' It needed to be. Liverpool's foibles at home this year have 
been chronicled at length but this should not have been a contest they ended up 
surrendering. As Hodgson noted, they set a blistering tempo and had seven 
excellent chances to score before the break. 
'You can go back over old interviews and it's the same thing,' said Kenny Dalglish. 
'We had a lot of attempts but couldn't put it right. It's been like that seven or 
eight times. It sounds repetitive.' This was Anfield's 17th fixture of the Barclays 
Premier season and, as the manager noted, it followed a familiar, weary pattern. 
From dominating possession to wasting chances, from clattering the woodwork to 
lamenting a refereeing decision. If you are wondering why Liverpool are out of the 
running for the top four, 27 squandered points at Anfield should give you an idea. 
Had Liverpool not been so profligate at home, they would have been pressing 
Newcastle, Chelsea and Tottenham but the reason Dalglish will make signing a 
new striker his top priority this summer was encapsulated in this chaotic 90 
minutes. While Liverpool mustered enough chances to win two games, they did 
not possess the gumption when it mattered, as was the case when Dirk Kuyt was 
sent galloping clear by Luis Suarez in Liverpool's first attack of the game on nine 
minutes. 
If the Dutchman had found the far corner rather than scuffing his drive wide of 
the post, Liverpool would, in all probability, have cantered to victory. 
As it was, Kuyt's miscue set the tone. 
Suarez smashed a chance wide shortly afterwards. Maxi Rodriguez had a penalty 
claim waved away after he tangled with Billy Jones; Jay Spearing fizzed a 25-yard 
drive wide and Daniel Agger fluffed his lines from six yards. West Brom's only 
chance came when Pepe Reina thwarted Chris Brunt. 
After the break, Liverpool continued to apply pressure. Jordan Henderson saw a 
precise drive thud off the bar, then Kuyt struck an upright with another chance; 
the magnificent Jonas Olsson cleared off the line from Andy Carroll on the rare 
occasion goalkeeper Ben Foster did not get in the way. 
In total, Liverpool created 27 opportunities but the only statistic that mattered 
came when Glen Johnson erred badly, allowing Youssouf Mulumbu to send 
Odemwingie clear and become the first man since Jeff Astle to score a winning 
goal for West Brom at Anfield. 
'I am proud of the team,' said Hodgson. 
'It's a great day because it's unusual for West Brom to beat Liverpool at home or 
away. It's another hoodoo laid to rest. We rode our luck on a lot of occasions and 
maybe we deserved our good fortune. 
'It was also pleasing the support I got from the Liverpool fans. I didn't repay them 
too well but I got the reception I was hoping for.' And the result he had been 
dreaming about. 
 

 
Liverpool humbled by Hodgson Effect 
Liverpool 0 
West Bromwich Albion 1 
Odemwingie 75 Att: 43,660 
Roy Hodgson presided over one too many Anfield embarrassments while he 
was Liverpool manager. He was all too willing to accept responsibility for the 
latest. 
There are those who believe the Merseyside club are unrecognisable from the 
one Hodgson left last season after a grisly six months in charge. 
As the 64&#x2013;year&#x2013;old West Bromwich Albion manager basked in 
the glory of what is surely the most professionally nourishing win of his career, he 
would not have noticed much difference. 
A miserable home defeat, boos from the Kop and a recurring sense of disbelief 
at Liverpool's stagnating league position. This was mercilessly called 'The Hodgson 
Effect' when he was sat in the home dugout. Nowadays, it is just called bad luck. 
There is more to it than that, but it must be stated if Hodgson had enjoyed as 
much good fortune asLiverpool's manager as he did in this game, he would most 
probably still be in the job. Not only that, he would be going for a second 
consecutive title and rotating his side in readiness for the Champions League 
semi&#x2013;final. 
Hodgson spent his entire Liverpool career under siege and for much of this game 
was on familiar ground. 
The statisticians counted 27 clear opportunities for the home side, with Dirk Kuyt 
and Jordan Henderson hitting the woodwork for the 29th and 30th time this 
season. 
Liverpool's attackers finish with all the poise of one of those fun&#x2013;runners 
in the London Marathon. Luis Suarez struggles to ally individual brilliance with a 
consistent end product. Andy Carroll, looking slimmer and more confident, could 
not direct numerous headers past Ben Foster. 
Maxi Rodriguez was denied what seemed a clear penalty in the first half, 
presumably because of a theatrical fall which would have made Ashley Young 
blush. 
Kenny Dalglish's regular laments about crossbars and missed chances do not 
excuse Liverpool's appalling league position, but as each goal&#x2013;line 
scramble ended with the ball somehow ricocheting to safety, there was a sense of 
comical incredulity with how they lost such a one&#x2013;sided game. 
"The woodwork was not our best friend again," said Dalglish, who left out his 
captain Steven Gerrard as a precaution because of a tight ham&#x2013;string. 
"It's been like that seven or eight times this season and it sounds repetitive. 
It's not like there is something drastically wrong we can't identify. Every team 
needs good fortune." 
Amid the shower of post&#x2013;match number crunching demonstrating how 
the gods are conspiring against Dalglish's side, others were more damning. 
Hodgson won six league games at Anfield before his sacking in January last year. 
Here we are in April with Dalglish still trying to win his sixth of the season. 
West Bromwich's win also takes them to within a point of Dalglish's expensively 
rebuilt Liverpool team. A solitary point difference is not based on one lucky away 
win, but 34 flawed league performances. Hodgson, to his credit, accepted the 
view that fate was on his side. 
With debilitating predictability as far as the Kop is concerned, West Brom broke 
on 75 minutes when Peter Odemwingie pounced upon Glen Johnson's error. He 
became the first West Bromwich player since Garth Crooks in 1985 to score at 
Anfield. In doing so, a 45&#x2013;year&#x2013;old winless hoodoo at this 
stadium ended. 
As Hodgson's name reverberated from a corner of Anfield he must have felt he 
had proved a point by collecting three. 
"The Liverpool supporters gave me a terrific reception, and that was very 
courteous of them," said Hodgson. "I admired their courtesy and maybe I didn't 
repay them too well by coming away with the win." 
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Hodgson has last laugh on his return to Anfield 
One small consequence of John W Henry's recent review of operations 
at Liverpool was the ditching of the club's weekly magazine in favour of a monthly 
publication. By contrast, Anfield's American owners must be scratching their 
heads wondering why Liverpool's players cannot produce weekly results in the 
league to match their occasional cup heroics this term. 
Eight days after beating Everton in the FA Cup semi-final at 
Wembley, Liverpool reverted to Premier League type, missing the opportunity to 
climb back above their neighbours in the table as they succumbed to a first home 
defeat by West Bromwich since this very day 45 years ago. 
Peter Odemwingie scored yesterday's winner, with 15 minutes remaining, and the 
fact it was his club's first goal in open play against their opponents since 1985 only 
underlined the scale of this setback for a Liverpoolside who could end the season 
with two cups but a lowest league finish since 1994. 
Though he denied taking any special satisfaction, this was undoubtedly a victory 
to savour for Roy Hodgson, the West Bromwich manager, on his first return to 
Anfield since his unhappy reign there ended in January 2011. By his own 
admission, his team rode their luck against a Liverpool side who created countless 
opportunities - they had 28 goal attempts and were twice denied by the 
woodwork. 
"We had to hang on in there," said Hodgson. "We are grateful to a lot of good 
blocks and saves from our goalkeeper and when those things didn't work we had 
a bit of luck on our side. Maybe this result was written in the stars 45 years ago to 
the day." 
A mistake by Glen Johnson gave West Bromwich their goal, the full-back giving 
the ball away to Youssouf Mulumbu, who slipped in Odemwingie to slot past Pepe 
Reina. 
West Bromwich are now just a point below Liverpool in 10th. It may only be a 
mischievous statistic but Albion's success leaves Dalglish with a league win ratio 
this season of 0.35 - the same as Hodgson managed in his six months 
as Liverpool manager. For Dalglish, this was an all too familiar tale of profligacy 
from aLiverpool team with only one home league win this calendar year. "It has 
been like that six or seven times," he lamented. "We made a lot of chances, but 
just couldn't get a break." 
With Steven Gerrard missing because of a hamstring problem, it was last week's 
semi-final heroes, Luis Suarez and Andy Carroll, who carried the early threat, 
setting the tone by creating an early chance for Dirk Kuyt. Carroll dispossessed 
Mulumbu and Suarez fed Kuyt but the Dutchman sidefooted wide with just Ben 
Foster to beat. 
Suarez was a constant menace with his jinking runs. Like Daniel Agger, the 
Uruguayan was foiled at close range by Foster. Another scare for West Bromwich 
arrived when Maxi Rodriguez tumbled at the feet of Billy Jones in the West 
Bromwich box but referee Neil Swarbrick rightly ignored the calls for a penalty. 
This organised, hard-working Albion side were not purely about containment. In 
the first period, they twice got forward to test Reina, back from suspension. But 
attacking the Kop after the restart, Liverpool upped the ante. Jordan Henderson 
picked up a weak Jonas Olsson clearance and drove it against the crossbar, the 
ball bouncing down on to Foster and away to safety. Suarez then left two 
defenders for dead on another of his twisting runs but shot wastefully over. On 
the hour, Kuyt went closer still with an arrowed drive that beat Foster but not the 
far post. 
Then came Johnson's slip and West Bromwich's improbable strike. Even then 
Carroll could have rescued a point as Foster fumbled a shot, but Olsson was on 
hand to block. It was yet another of those afternoons forLiverpool. 

 
ODE TO NOWHERE; Baggies striker condemns Kenny's boys to 
ANOTHER home defeat as league campaign goes from bad to worse 
PREMIER LEAGUE: LIVERPOOL 0 WEST BROM 1 
WHERE it had once brought so much heartache, Roy Hodgson could at last offer a 
beaming smile at the sound of a familiar Anfield refrain yesterday. 
A rumble of derision became the unpleasant underscore to his time 
with Liverpool, so he should be forgiven a touch of ironic satisfaction when the 
Kop streamed out before the end, booing vigorously at yet another 
embarrassment. 
It gave West Brom a first victory in 45 years on this ground, on the very day it was 
last achieved, back in 1967, when Jeff Astle scored the only goal. It also gave 
Kenny Dalglish another small wound in a season of many cuts. 
Peter Odemwingie gave the visitors a victory as unlikely as it was courageous. The 
Midlands club rode their luck for all it was worth on an afternoon when the Gods 
were with them, to condemn Liverpool to yet more Premier League failure on 
their own turf. Afterwards Hodgson admitted his side were fortunate and insisted 
he was touched by the reception he received from the home support. Yet had he 
been less generous, he may just have pointed out his Anfield record was far 
superior to that of Dalglish. 
 

Liverpool have taken just 24 points from 51 at home this season. They have fewer 
points than this time last year and are two league places worse off. It is this 
record that got Damien Comolli sacked last week. 
Yet a different set of statistics can put this freak game into context. Dalglish's side 
had more than 20 attempts on goal, hit the woodwork twice and will still not 
know this morning how they did not win. Such has been the story of their season. 
It is truly bizarre the number of occasions they have found the woodwork this 
season - 31 times is not so much careless as spooky. It is little wonder Dalglish 
mutters so manically about fates conspiring against his side. 
This time, Dirk Kuyt and Darius Henderson were the unlucky pair, but it could 
have been any number of Reds players, because they seem equally adept at 
finding increasingly unlikely ways of not scoring after creating so much pressure. 
The second half could have been an extension of the Bahrain Grand Prix, so 
monotonous was the one way direction of the second-half play. 
One moment of madness midway through the second period summed up their ill 
fortune. 
The ball pinballed around the penalty area, with variously Jay Spearing, Andy 
Carroll (right) and Luis Suarez all denied by defenders who knew nothing about it. 
When Henderson produced a stunning right-foot drive from the edge of the box it 
seemed all over a goal, but somehow the ball touched the crossbar and came 
down on the line. 
When Kuyt did exactly the same 10 minutes later, it seemed as though the Gods 
really were againstLiverpool. 
That feeling was confirmed on 75 minutes when West Brom finally relieved one of 
the most sustained periods of pressure they must ever have experienced, to 
venture over the halfway line for just about the first time since the break. 
Youssouf Mulumbu chased down Glen Johnson as the defender tried to play the 
ball inside, and his persistence paid off when the ball deflected to Odemwingie 
racing towards goal. 
The striker embarrassed poor Pepe Reina with a theatrical throw of the eyes to 
send the keeper one way and the ball the other, as it nestled into the corner of 
the net. 
Even the visiting fans could not quite take it in, given the nature of the game. 
Their celebrations were tinged with a hint of mischievous disbelief, as they aimed 
some lighthearted suggestions about Dalglish picking up his P45. What followed 
was yet more of the same. Liverpool would have thrown the kitchen sink towards 
the West Brom goal, had it not already been hurled along with the washing 
machine and tumble dryer earlier in the piece. 
The Reds created enough chances to have won seven games, but again they did 
not produce one at Anfield - the 12th time this season they have dropped Premier 
League points in 17 home games. 
Liverpool claimed afterwards the defeat was in part down to a penalty not given 
by ref Neil Swarbrick when Maxi hit the turf in the first half under a challenge 
from Billy Jones. 
But his exaggerated fall was never going to win anything but derision from the 
official, and he was lucky not to be booked. 
ROLLIN'BACK THE YEARS 
Memorable moments from 1967, Baggies' last Kop win 
Celtic became the first British team to win the European Cup 
The Green Bay Packers won the first Super Bowl 
Elvis Presley married Priscilla 
Dr Christian Bernard performed the world's first heart transplant 
Rolling Stone magazine was published for the first time 
Average British house cost pounds 3,840 
Gallon of petrol was equivalent to 27p 
New MkII Ford Cortina cost pounds 749 
Born - Noel Gallagher and Paul Gascoigne 
Died - Che Guevara and Otis Redding 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Johnson 6, Skrtel 6, Agger 7?, Enrique 6, Henderson 6, 
Spearing 7 (Shelvey 83?), Kuyt 6 (Bellamy 68, 6), Suarez 6, Maxi 6 (Downing 74, 6), 
Carroll 7. REF: Neil Swarbrick ATT: 43,660 WEST BROM: Foster 8, Jones 7, McAuley 
8, Olsson 8, Ridgewell 7, Mulumbu 7, Dorrans 7 (Cox 86), Brunt 6, Long 6, Thomas 
6 (Andrews 69, 6), Odemwingie 6 (Sharner 83). Goal: Odemwingie 75 

 
IT WAS just like the old days at Anfield yesterday. Roy Hodgson sat in the dugout 
as Liverpool FC lurched towards an embarrassing defeat against mediocre 
opposition and the home supporters headed for an early exit. 
But this time there was no face-rubbing from Hodgson, no frantic gesticulating in 
a desperate bid to change what was unfolding in front of him. 
Instead the biggest challenge facing him was trying to keep a lid on his delight. 
The glory belonged to Hodgson on his return to Merseyside as gallingly his West 
Brom side became the latest beneficiaries of Liverpool’s glaring deficiencies.  
Following the warm welcome the former Reds boss was afforded when he walked 
out of the tunnel, three points came gift-wrapped. From the ecstatic high of the 
FA Cup semi-final triumph over Everton, Kenny Dalglish’s men came crashing back 
down to earth. The script was so painfully familiar. Another tale of woe to add to 
a league campaign packed full of them. 
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Chances missed, woodwork struck, penalty appeals turned down and a 
horrendous defensive blunder which put the ultimate smash and grab raid on a 
plate for the Baggies, who celebrated their first victory at Anfield for 45 years. 
The doom and gloom merchants will cast a glance at the Premier League and ask 
exactly what has changed since Hodgson’s torrid 191-day reign was ended with 
his sacking in January 2011. Liverpool were stranded in mid-table when his 
services were dispensed with and today they stand eighth. 
They are a massive 37 points behind leaders Manchester United and 16 points 
adrift of the fourth place they set their sights on last August. 
The statistic that they are closer to the relegation zone than Champions League 
qualification is tough to take considering since Dalglish was appointed they have 
made £113million worth of signings. Yet there is good reason why yesterday’s 
final whistle was met with only a smattering of boos compared to the torrent of 
dissent which followed similar dismal defeats under Hodgson. 
Some will argue it’s simply a case of blind loyalty to Dalglish but that’s rubbish. 
The majority of supporters can see with their own eyes that progress has been 
made. Lifting the Carling Cup was testimony to that and so is the fact this 
Liverpool side will return to Wembley in 12 days’ time in a bid to complete a 
memorable domestic Cup double. Aside from silverware, the fans have something 
else which didn’t exist during Hodgson’s sorry stint at Anfield – hope. 
Under the previous regime, the Reds were rudderless. 
They had a manager clearly out of his depth, who specialised in negative tactics 
and lowering expectations, while placing his trust in flops like Christian Poulsen 
and Paul Konchesky. Of course everything isn’t rosy now but it’s a darn sight 
better. Clearly there are problems which need addressing but most have faith in 
the boss’ ability to find solutions this summer. 
They remember how low Liverpool had fallen and know that patience is required 
as Dalglish builds for the long term. Take yesterday’s game. There was little wrong 
with the overall performance. The hosts had 61% possession, 28 attempts on goal 
and 15 corners. For long periods it was total domination but in the final third once 
again they were found wanting. 
You could hardly point the finger at a lack of desire, commitment or spirit. There 
was no post-Wembley hangover, no-one was guilty of coasting. The reality is the 
lack of a ruthless streak which cost Liverpool during the opening day stalemate 
with Sunderland in the autumn remains a major issue in the spring. It explains 
why the Reds have taken just 24 points out of 51 at Anfield and why they must 
now win their final two games against Fulham and Chelsea just to match the 
paltry tally of seven home league wins they managed in 1953/54 when they were 
relegated from the top flight. West Brom became the 12th visiting team out of 17 
to depart with something to show for their efforts – 45 years to the day since the 
Baggies’ last win at Anfield was secured by Jeff Astle. 
How different the afternoon may have turned out had Dirk Kuyt not fired 
wastefully wide when teed up by Luis Suarez inside the opening 10 minutes. 
It was a glorious opportunity but such was the Reds’ stranglehold on proceedings 
it didn’t look like it would matter. They should have had a penalty when Maxi 
Rodriguez was clumsily tripped by Billy Jones but referee Neil Swarbrick waved 
away appeals for a spot-kick. Suarez was a constant menace and after a neat 
interchange with Glen Johnson his fierce strike was parried by Ben Foster and 
Rodriguez lashed the rebound over. Pepe Reina, who returned after serving his 
three-match ban, pulled off two fine saves to thwart Chris Brunt and Liam 
Ridgewell but the Reds were soon back in the ascendancy. 
With Jordan Henderson much improved in his favoured central role and Jay 
Spearing a bundle of energy alongside him, the chances kept on coming. 
Just before the break Foster diverted Daniel Agger’s effort past the post with his 
leg.  In the second half it was a similar story and the Reds lay siege to the Baggies’ 
penalty box. Henderson went agonisingly close to ending his eight-month goal 
drought, latching on to Andy Carroll’s pass and lashing a shot against the 
underside of the bar. The ball struck the back of Foster but somehow stayed out. 
Suarez fired over from a tight angle before Kuyt’s deflected effort left Foster 
beaten but cannoned back off the post. Remarkably, it was the 30th occasion in 
the Premier League this season that the Reds had been denied by the woodwork. 
Carroll and Spearing both failed to capitalise during a goalmouth scramble and 
then Henderson blazed just wide. 
Dalglish sought inspiration in the form of Craig Bellamy and Stewart Downing but 
it didn’t happen. With 15 minutes to go the Reds shot themselves in the foot. 
Johnson carelessly gifted the ball to Youssouf Mulumbu who set Peter 
Odemwingie clear on goal. The Nigerian striker slotted past Reina and a shell-
shocked Liverpool struggled to summon a response. 
For the first time the chant “There’s only one Roy Hodgson” echoed around 
Anfield. It was a bitter pill to swallow but the Reds must pick themselves up. 
With an FA Cup still to be won, this isn’t the time for inquests. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina, Johnson, Skrtel, Agger, Enrique, Kuyt (Bellamy 68), Henderson, 
Spearing (Shelvey 83, Rodriguez (Downing 74), Suarez, Carroll. Not used: Doni, 
Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
WEST BROM: Foster, Jones, McAuley, Olsson, Ridgewell, Brunt, Dorrans (Cox 86), 
Mulumbu, Thomas (Andrews 69), Odemwingie (Scharner 83), Long. Not used: 
Fulop, Tchoyi, Shorey, Dawson. GOALS: Odemwingie 75. 
CARDS: Booked – Agger, Shelvey.. REFEREE: Neil Swarbrick (Lancashire). 
ATTENDANCE: 43,660. 
 

 
THAT victory was for Roy Hodgson. Albion fans enjoyed their first win at Anfield 
since April 22 1967, their first goal at Liverpool’s home since 1985. 
But for Hodgson it was a sweet triumph for other reasons. Derided and heckled by 
Liverpool fans last season, never really accepted at Anfield. At times he was a 
victim of venom. His spell on Merseyside was not a happy one. 
Today he left with a smile on his face. Before the game his Premier League win 
ratio was higher at Albion (37 per cent) than at Liverpool (35 per cent).It’s now 
stacked even more towards Albion. Yes, the win owed much to good fortune. It 
also owed much to poor finishing on Liverpool’s front. 
But Albion had chances. Shane Long should have scored and Chris Brunt was 
denied by Pepe Reina. In the end it was left to Peter Odemwingie to do what no 
Albion player has ever done in open play against Liverpool in the Premier League. 
What Jeff Astle did 45 years ago on this very day, Odemwingie repeated. 
And they could have had a second in the closing moments. Liam Ridgewell’s cross 
was bundled over the line - only for Paul Scharner to impede Pepe Reina. 
Albion had a sporadic first-half. Liverpool had their chances and plenty of 
possession in the process. Dirk Kuyt should have done better in the 10th minute. 
Youssouf Mulumbu, one of Albion’s better first-half performers, lapsed briefly. 
Losing the ball to Andy Carroll, the home side broke quickly. Luis Suarez played in 
Kuyt, who squandered his effort. The home fans were complaining 10 minutes 
later. Maxi skipped into Albion’s penalty area and tumbled very easily as Billy 
Jones challenged. There was minimal contact and Maxi’s fall was not convincing.  
Crucially referee Neil Swarbrick wasn’t convinced either. He waved play on. 
Assuming Maxi looked for a foul, the Liverpool player was lucky to escape a 
booking. Albion were bitty with their retention of the ball. At times they moved it 
around well, other periods they were struggling to cope with the movement and 
vision of the improving Suarez. Reviled by most away fans he might be, but the 
Uruguayan knows how to take a game by the lapels and shake it to life. 
He was to be denied a great opportunity in the 20th minute. Racing into space, 
the Liverpool No7 saw his shot beaten away by Ben Foster. The loose ball rolled to 
Maxi. His finish was high. 
The Baggies could also have done with Pepe Reina’s absence extending by 
another game. Returning from a three game ban, Reina denied Chris Brunt in the 
23rd minute. Jonas Olsson’s long ball onto the head of Shane Long, fell into the 
road of Brunt. His 12-yard shot wasn’t clean but it was goalbound. Reina dived 
quickly and low to keep out the effort. 
And the Liverpool keeper again to his side’s rescue in the 34th minute. Graham 
Dorrans’ corner drifted over and fell into Liam Ridgewell’s range. The defender 
struck a shot which looked destined to put Albion ahead - only for Reina to again 
deny the visitors. Jay Spearing smashed a long-range effort high and wide within 
seconds. And Daniel Agger should have done better when he was left unmarked. 
Collecting a right-wing cross, the Dane controlled the ball, drifted past Jones only 
to waste his chance. His low shot was wide, with Foster making sure of it with a 
low save. Liverpool were to shake the foundations of Foster’s goalframe four 
minutes into the second half. A neat passing move was ended by Carroll’s lay off 
to Henderson. His 20-yard shot struck the crossbar, hit Foster on the back and 
rolled back into play. Somehow Albion cleared. 
Another gem from Suarez followed. Playing the ball through Jones’ legs, he 
nipped past the Albion right-back and weaved his way into the box. Ignoring 
better options around him, Suarez took the solo goal route. His angled shot was 
never going to trouble Albion’s goal - though some poor souls in the Kop were 
cowering for cover. The hour mark brought more relief for the visitors. This time 
Kuyt’s shot hit the post. Albion were clinging on. Long, industrious and alert, 
chose the wrong time to become disorientated. The Albion striker found 
unmarked and close to goal. Inexplicably, he turned his back and rolled the ball 
out of the box. It was bizarre. Meanwhile, on the bench Kenny Dalglish was to 
make a pivotal decision. Dirk Kuyt, tormenter of Ridgewell and Jerome Thomas 
was withdrawn. Liverpool missed his work-rate and energy. Albion started to 
prosper, seeing more of the ball down that side of the field.  
And in the 75th minute Long’s mistake was forgotten. Glen Johnson gave the ball 
away to Mulumbu, who passed to Odemwingie. Unmarked, unchallenged, 
Odemwingie continued his run and slung a low shot past Reina. 
It was Albion’s first goal at Anfield since Garth Crooks netted a consolation in a 4-
1 defeat back in November 1985. 
More questions were being asked of Albion. Craig Bellamy struck a shot. Foster 
could only parry this time. Carroll followed up with a shot which struck Olsson’s 
knee and rolled away. 
Liverpool continued to persevere. Albion continued to toil. It wasn’t to be enough. 
The Baggies held on. They even had time to put the ball in the net a second time 
when Ridgewell’s ball was bundled over the line. Match officials claimed Scharner 
had impeded Reina as he and Long challenged. 
It didn’t matter. 
Villa await. 
 
 
Read More http://www.birminghammail.net/birmingham-sport/midlands-
football/2012/04/23/liverpool-0-west-brom-1-chris-lepkowski-s-big-match-
verdict-97319-30815470/2/#ixzz1sxaWPsNi 
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